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Classical Diophantine Approximation

THE ORIGINAL, AND STILL CLASSIC
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GEOMETRY OF NUMBERS

LATTICES

▸ For a geometer, this is a statement 
about the geometry of (a family of) 
lattices. 

▸ In particular, this is a family of 
shears of the standard integer 
lattice.
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Figure: Ford Circles are based at p/q, diameter 1/q2.
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APPROXIMATING ALPHA

▸ A typical vector in        has the form  

▸ So asking to solve the inequality 

▸ Is the same as finding lattice points 
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PIGEONHOLE 
PRINCIPLE

CLASSICAL EXAMPLE

 (y) =
1

y2

1/31/2016 y = 1/x

https://www.desmos.com/calculator/mah4jo424a 1/2



SOME CLASSICAL QUESTIONS

APPROXIMATIONS AND PROBABILITY

Fix  , vary ↵

Fix ↵, vary  

 (y) = A/y

 (y) = A/N

infinitely many 
solutions

measure/hdim of 
set of alpha

infinitely many 
solutions

diophantine 
exponent of alpha

solutions in range 
cN < q< dN

limit measure as N 
grows

solutions in range 
cN < q < dN

limit measure as N 
grows



HOW DO WE 
GENERALIZE?

ALSO, HOW DO WE SOLVE?



DISCRETE SETS

HIGHER DIMENSION/GENUS

▸ A lattice      yields a flat torus           . 

▸ Higher-dimensional Diophantine 
approximation, related to higher-
dimensional lattices (or flat tori). 

▸ Higher genus (flat) surfaces. 

▸ A flat torus is a parallelogram with 
parallel sides identified by translation. 

▸ A translation surface is a general 
Euclidean polygon with parallel sides 
identified by translation.

⇤ C/⇤



Flat Surfaces 7

Fig. 3. Gluing a pretzel from a regular octagon

Convention 1. From now on by a flat surface we mean a closed oriented surface
with a flat metric having a finite number of conical singularities, such that the
metric has trivial linear holonomy. Moreover, we always assume that the flat
surface is endowed with a distinguished direction; we refer to this direction as
the “direction to the North” or as the “vertical direction”.

The convention above implies, in particular, that if we rotate the octagon
from Fig. 3 (which changes the “direction to the North”) and glue a flat
surface from this rotated octagon, this will give us a different flat surface.

We make three exceptions to Convention 1 in this paper: billiards in general
polygons considered at the beginning Sec. 2.1 give rise to flat metrics with
nontrivial linear holonomy. In Sec. 3.2 we consider flat tori forgetting the
direction to the North.

Finally, in Sec. 8.1 we consider half-translation surfaces corresponding to
flat metrics with holonomy group Z/2Z. Such flat metric is a slight general-
ization of a very flat metric: a parallel transport along a loop may change the
direction of a vector, that is a vector v might return as −v after a parallel
transport.

1.3 Synopsis and Reader’s Guide

These lectures are an attempt to give some idea of what is known (and what is
not known) about flat surfaces, and to show what an amazing and marvellous
object a flat surface is: problems from dynamical systems, from solid state
physics, from complex analysis, from algebraic geometry, from combinatorics,
from number theory, ... (the list can be considerably extended) lead to the
study of flat surfaces.





TRANSLATION SURFACES

▸ Translation surfaces of genus at least 2 have isolated cone 
type singularities, with angles integer multiples of      . 

▸ The order of a singularity is a measure of the excess angle. 
A singular point has order k if the angle is                  . 

▸ In complex analytic terms, we obtain a Riemann surface X 
and a holomorphic one-form w. Singular points of order k 
are zeros of w of order k.
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Figure 1. The Octagon. Opposite sides are identified, and
the singular point is at the corner. Note that all eight corners
collapse to the same point under identification, and as in the
L, the total angle is 6⇡ = 8 ⇥ 3⇡

4 . The dashed lines are a
selection of saddle connections.

Figure 2. The Octagonal L. The horizontal long side of
the L has length

p
2, and the vertical long side has length

1 +
p
2. The bottom square is a 1 ⇥ 1 square. The singular

point is marked with a dot, and the total interior angle is
6⇡. Identifications of sides are as marked by color. The
dashed lines are a selection of saddle connections. The purple
dashed line is a saddle connection that starts at (0, 0), goes
to (

p
2, 1/2) then continues from (0, 1/2) to (

p
2, 1).
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2 HOLONOMY VECTORS

SADDLE CONNECTIONS 
 a saddle connection is a  

straight line trajectory connecting two zeros

To each saddle connection, we associate a holonomy vector

� 7�!
Z

�
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The set of holonomy vectors of the surface 

 (X, w) is denoted ⇤!



Golden L (double pentagon friend): diagonals with |x| < 80, |y| < 120

THE SET OF HOLONOMY VECTORS IS DISCRETE



HOLONOMY VECTORS 
VARY EQUIVARIANTLY

SL(2, R) ACTS ON THE 
SPACE OF TRANSLATION 
SURFACES  
LINEAR ACTION ON 
POLYGONS 
ERGODIC ABSOLUTELY 
CONTINUOUS INVARIANT 
MEASURE

⇤g! = g⇤!





SADDLE CONNECTION 
HOLONOMIES HAVE 
QUADRATIC GROWTH.

Masur, Veech, Eskin-Masur, Vorobets

GROWTH



DIOPHANTINE PROBLEMS

UNDERSTANDING SADDLE CONNECTIONS

▸How well does this set approximate 
lines? 

▸Are there analogues of classical 
Diophantine results? 

▸What is the (fine scale) distribution 
of directions?



REVISITING THE CLASSICAL SETTING
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▸ A typical vector in        has the form  

▸ So asking to solve the inequality 

▸ Is the same as finding lattice points 

▸ The diophantine exponent is the supremum of values with infinitely 
many solutions.



HOW WELL CAN YOU APPROXIMATE 
THE VERTICAL DIRECTION?

DIOPHANTINE EXPONENT OF A 
TRANSLATION SURFACE
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AXIOMATIC SET-UP

▸ Space X (moduli space of lattices, translation surfaces), 
SL(2, R) equivariant assignment of discrete set       in the 
plane. 

▸ For x in X,

⇤
x

`(x) = min{kvk : v 2 ⇤
x

}
↵(x) = max{kvk�1

: v 2 ⇤

x

}
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EXPONENTS AND ORBITS

CUSP EXCURSIONS ON PARAMETER SPACES, JLMS 

AXIOMATIC THEOREM

lim sup

t!1

log↵(gtx)

t
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log↵(hsx)

log |s| =
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2
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For translation surfaces, lattices, and other discrete equivariant assignments



LINEAR ALGEBRA

WHEN DO VECTORS GET SHORT?

▸ A geodesic orbit of a vector is shortest when the 
components of the vector become equal. 

▸ A horocycle orbit of a vector is shortest when the vector 
becomes horizontal. 

▸ The arguments generalize to higher dimensions, 
subspaces, matrices, etc. 

▸ Measure estimates + Borel-Cantelli imply that for almost 
every translation surface, the diophantine exponent is 2.



Given an object x, what is the distribution 
of vectors v in the associate discrete set 
satisfying  

Here, A>0, c>1.

DISTRIBUTION OF APPROXIMATES

|v1||v2| < A

N < |v2| < cN



PROBABILISTIC APPROXIMATION

▸ Special case: suppose  

▸ Consider the measure 

▸ Does this have a limit as N grows?

h1x = x

|{↵ : # (⇤
h↵x

\R
A,c,N

) = k}|

RA,c,N =
�
(v1, v2) 2 R2 : |v1||v2| < A,N < v2 < CN

 



ERDOS-SZUSZ-TURAN, KESTEN-SOS

K=0 STUDIED EXTENSIVELY

PAUL TURAN AND VERA SOS



2/2/2016 Desmos Graphing Calculator

https://www.desmos.com/calculator 1/2



RENORMALIZATION

TRANSLATES OF HOROCYCLES
2/2/2016 Desmos Graphing Calculator

https://www.desmos.com/calculator 1/2

g
logNRA,c,N = RA,c,1
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Reduces to limiting distribution of d↵ on {g
logNh↵x : 0  ↵  1} in X



IN MANY 
SETTINGS, 

THESE LONG 
CLOSED 

HOROCYCLES 
EQUIDISTRIBUTE 
WITH RESPECT 

TO SOME 
NATURAL 

MEASURE.

FOR 
TRANSLATION 

SURFACES, 
UNDERSTANDING 

THE LIMIT 
MEASURE IS A 

DEEP QUESTION. 

THE SUBCONVEXITY PROBLEM FOR GL2. 9

Figure 1. The horocycle x
173 + i

173 . Gray dots: x 2 R, plain
(resp. empty) square x 2 Z a quadratic (resp. non-quadratic)
residue mod 173.

2.4. Equidistribution statements. We shall try to establish (2.2) by first prov-
ing uniform distribution of a “bigger” set, and then refining that statement. Con-
sider, then, the following three equidistribution statements, as q !1:

(A) The closed horocycle {⇤x : x 2 [0, q]} becomes uniformly distributed on X;
(B) {⇤x : x 2 Z \ [0, q]} becomes uniformly distributed on X;
(C) {⇤x : x 2 Z\ [0, q]} becomes u.d. on X, when each point ⇤x is weighted by

�(x).
For � the quadratic character modulo q, we might rewrite (C) as:
(C2) {⇤x : x 2 Z \ [0, q], x a quadratic residue mod q} becomes u.d. on X.
We have already discussed informally, and it is true in a very precise sense, that

(C) and (C2) have substantively the same content as the subconvexity result that
we are aiming for. Note that (C) and (C2) seem “unnatural” at first; it seems like
zx is parameterized by an additive structure, i.e. Z/qZ; thus it is odd to restrict
attention to a “multiplicatively” defined set. But in truth the examples of (C) and
(C2) have – as we shall see – an underlying “multiplicative” symmetry; the fact

FOR SPECIAL (LATTICE) SURFACES, REDUCES TO THE 
HYEPRBOLIC SETTING.





GENERALIZATION TO EQUIVARIANT 
PROCESSES, APPLICATIONS TO 
DIOPHANTINE PROBLEMS IN MANY 
CONTEXTS

A.-Ghosh-Taha, forthcoming

GENERAL SOLUTION



THE FUTURE

QUESTIONS/CONJECTURES

▸ Khintchin’s theorem for translation surfaces (shrinking 
target property for geodesic flow on space of translation 
surfaces). 

▸ Duffin-Schaefer for translation surfaces. 

▸ Applications to approximation in algebraic number fields.


